
 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 

#PADDLEFORTHEOCEANS 

BIOTHERM NORDICS ANNOUNCES FINANCIAL SUPPORT  

FOR LOCAL NGO GREENKAYAK TO EXPAND AND CONTINUE 

THE FIGHT AGAINST WATER POLLUTION 
 

 

Minimizing the impact of its products on the planet – and especially on water – is at the heart of 

BIOTHERM’s mission. Ever since the brand was founded in 1952, water has always been part of its 

DNA. BIOTHERM’s iconic ingredient, Life PlanktonTM probiotic fraction, was discovered in the thermal 

springs of the French Pyrenees and has been infused in its products from the start due to its incredible 

skin affinity. But no question of emptying our oceans to do so, Biotherm is using bioscience to 

produce it, as phytoplankton acts as our life support system.  

 

Like trees and other plants, microscopic phytoplankton cresting on the ocean’s waves absorb 

carbon and produce oxygen necessary for life on our planet. Unfortunately, phytoplankton are 

incredibly sensitive to changes in their environment, especially ocean plastic pollution and climate 

change – and their health, as their role as the planet’s Blue lung, are getting compromised.  

 

WE COME FROM THE WATER, LET’S GIVE BACK TO IT 

 

In 2012, BIOTHERM deepened its connection with water by launching its WATER LOVERS program to 

start a “blue” sustainable transformation at the brand and raise awareness on ocean preservation. 

Today, Water Lovers encompasses all aspects of BIOTHERM’s value chain: 

- Sourcing and formulas: the brand believes in using bioscience to produce effective, natural 

and sustainable ingredients and improves and monitors the impact of its formulas on aquatic 

life. 

- Packaging and retail design: BIOTHERM strives to reduce fossil plastic consumption and use 

sustainable & recycled materials at every touchpoint. 

- Partnership with world-class experts and NGOs like Mission Blue, Tara Ocean Foundation and 

Surfrider Foundation Europe to advocate and act for ocean conservation. Earlier this year, 

BIOTHERM became the major Executive Partner of the Oceanographic Institute, Prince Albert 

I of Monaco Foundation and will support the Institute’s actions for the oceans. 

 

In 2020, BIOTHERM’s WATER LOVER SUN MILK, truly embodying the values of this program, 

gained the recognition of the Nordic Swan Ecolabel1. This is still celebrated as a great 

achievement and acknowledgment for a French and worldwide brand – but “we also 

know that we can – and will – go further” – says Giulio Bergamaschi, BIOTHERM Global 

Brand President. The brand is continuing to renovate its portfolio to reduce the use of 

virgin plastic, starting with its bestsellers, such as LAIT CORPOREL 400 ml, which has just 

been re-launched in a modern and sustainable packaging, made of 100% recycled 

and recyclable plastic2. 

 

  

 
1 The ECO-LABELLED WATERLOVER SUN MILK SPF30 & SPF50 meet one of the highest eco-credential standards for suncare products, all while providing best-in-

class protection against UVA & UVB rays. With a 97% biodegradable base formula and bottles made of 100% recycled and recyclable plastic (excl. pump), the 
product is designed to minimize its impact on water and aquatic life. 
2 Excluding colourant/additives and the pump. 
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BIOTHERM STANDS FOR BLUE BEAUTY: IT IS A PHILOSOPHY AND A JOURNEY 

 

Blue beauty is at the intersection of Blue Science and Blue Sustainability, a beauty that protects your 

skin and respects the ocean, a beauty that gives back to aquatic and marine life.  

 

“To truly be a Blue Beauty brand is an ambition, a goal, one that we ultimately will always be working 

towards as we constantly improve ourselves“ says Bergamaschi. “We believe that we need to have 

partnerships outside of the beauty industry who can help us learn and grow to achieve this vision. 

Partners who share our values.” 

 

PADDLING FOR THE WATER TOGETHER WITH GREENKAYAK 

 

“Waste in nature concerns all of us, and it is our shared responsibility to protect our oceans. We 

need local partners and actions to raise awareness on what it takes from all of us to battle plastic 

pollution in aquatic environments. This is why the partnership between BIOTHERM Nordics and 

GREENKAYAK makes completely sense, as we share the same conviction that there is no future 

without the ocean, and that we need to act now.” – says Mette Kleberg, Nordic Brand Director for 

BIOTHERM. 

 

GREENKAYAK is an environmental NGO founded by two Danish 

environmental activists. The organization engages volunteers in the fight 

against environmental pollution while kayaking. Ever since its creation in 

2017 by Tobias Weber-Andersen, a professional sea kayaking instructor, 

the NGO – at that time named “Miljøkayakken” – has had a clear vision 

and mission: enable everyone to take local action for the environment by 

building a global network of GreenKayaks, sharing knowledge and 

bringing environmental responsibility into people's everyday lives. 

 

The concept is fun, yet effective. The NGO offers everyone to jump aboard 

a GreenKayak, for free, and while paddling you collect waste in the water.  

 

What started in Copenhagen’s canals in 2017 quickly became a 

European movement. In 2018, and together with the onboarding of 

Oke Carstensen on the adventure, came the expansion to Sweden, 

Norway, Germany and Ireland. And the fleet has grown from 3 to 58 

kayaks.   

 

Since 2017,  more than 25 thousand people have paddled the GreenKayaks and collected more 

than 42 tons of trash. In 2020, GREENKAYAK became a UNESCO Green Citizen project, and is now 

ready for a great 2021 season – together with BIOTHERM. 

 

“A partnership with BIOTHERM is a great way for us to allow even more people to join the fight 

against ocean pollution by using the GreenKayaks sponsored by the brand. We strive for a cleaner 

ocean and so does BIOTHERM. Collaborating will result in tons of ocean plastic removed from the 

water. Thanks to the collaboration with BIOTHERM, we are able to expand in the Nordics by placing 

10 NEW GreenKayaks in Sweden, Norway and Denmark. With this expansion BIOTHERM helps us to 

open in new locations in Stockholm and Copenhagen as well as to open our first ever location in 

Oslo. Next year we will keep growing thanks to BIOTHERM with the ambition to open up locations in 

Finland. The GreenKayaks will be used by thousands of people throughout the summer season and 

we cannot wait to calculate and communicate about how much waste the BIOTHERM 

GreenKayaks will collect from the local waters!” – says Tobias Weber-Andersen. 
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WE ARE ALL “IN THE SAME BOAT”, CONNECTED TO THE WATER  

 

To further strengthen this partnership with GREENKAYAK, BIOTHERM in the Nordics also wanted to 

give a local voice to the ocean and is proud to unveil its new spokesperson for the water RENÉ 

HOLTEN POULSEN. René is Denmark’s greatest kayaker and so far, triple world champion and six-

time European champion.  

 

“I feel attracted to the water. There is always an element of water in my everyday life. Both the sea 

and lakes give me energy. I sit in the front row on the water and the waste we leave in it – and it's 

getting very close. BIOTHERM has always had a close relationship with the sea and its protection. I 

share this passion and mission with the brand” – says René. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In 2021, BIOTHERM in the Nordics, GREENKAYAK and René H. POULSEN will join forces and call for 

action for the water. Echoing the international collaboration between the brand and the Spanish 

“artivist” COCO CAPITÀN, the three partners will make Coco’s haunting phrase theirs to raise 

awareness in the Nordics: 

 
 

 

Join the movement and paddle for the oceans! 

For more information, visit www.biotherm.dk, www.greenkayak.org 

#paddlefortheoceans #Biotherm #Greenkayak @Biotherm @Greenkayak.ngo 
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